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Abstract—This paper reports the preliminary results of a research effort aiming at conceptualizing novel insect/machine hybrid controllers for autonomous exploratory vehicles. In particular, we investigate the possibility to include pre-developed animal intelligence capable of sensory-motor integration, decision-making and learning behaviors. In this context we present an in-depth review of insect neurophysiology focusing on mechanisms related to navigation. In addition we critically review current approaches towards hybridity and insect/machine interfaces. Finally, a novel insect/machine hybrid control architecture is proposed. It includes biological/artificial modules and deliberative/reactive behaviors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Space operations in general face difficulties when real-time direct control is involved. Both time delay and limited bandwidth narrow the possibility to implement effective real-time remote control of space operations from earth. Hence autonomous behavior is a key element towards an advanced operational scope during space missions.

Fundamental analogies exist between the behaviors that insects exhibit and basic skills which one would expect from autonomous robots in space. Mobile robots, such as space rovers, should be able to perceive the static and dynamic aspects of an unknown, unstructured environment and modify their behavior accordingly, very much like real insects do.

Navigation capabilities are the key basic characteristic of mobile robots. Insects such as bees, ants and cockroaches have become particularly appealing models for investigation in the context of biomimetic robotics since they present remarkable navigational capabilities [1]-[4]. They developed navigational mechanisms, which are optimized in terms of simplicity and robustness, both of which are invaluable features of robotic systems.

Some ongoing research activities at the interface between engineering and neurobiology show working demonstrators meant for understanding and reproducing a range of isolated components of complex behaviors such as flight stabilization, obstacle avoidance, altitude control, directional control, landmark recognition, social interaction and division of labor [5]-[10].

What seems natural for an animal is difficult to understand and even more so to reproduce in a robot. For example, navigation in a foraging animal involves planned, directed locomotion towards a goal (i.e. food source, nest) while negotiating various obstacles and possibly trading off between a successful foraging run (i.e. reaching the desired goal), the time of the run (i.e. the energy budget) and predators (i.e. fatal threats).

The difference of performance between a living organism and a conventional robot becomes most apparent in unstructured environments with unknown and potentially hazardous situations occurring in a non-predictable manner.

However, unmanned exploratory missions to e.g. Mars or Moon are in general preferred to missions with human presence since these manned missions always present a risk to the astronaut and are extremely costly. Facing the challenges of autonomous exploration, the range of future automated mission vehicles strongly correlates with the capability of the control architecture to successfully integrate a whole range of decision parameters. In other words, the use of insect intelligence could create an intermediate type of mission bridging between purely robotic and human controlled missions.

In this context we investigate the integration of “animal intelligence” into the control architecture of exploratory vehicles and proper modalities to harvest the full potential of insect intelligence. The aim is to reproduce high level insect behaviors where decision making is involved. In particular we aim at integration of tasks such as navigation towards a distant goal, route learning, energy budget maintenance, compensating reaction towards unexpected perturbations, abilities to memorize new experiences and to learn new strategies. These high-level tasks require a level of complexity that current control architectures are still far to successfully manage. A biomechatronic and interdisciplinary approach has been followed by starting from an in-depth review at the intersection of insect neurophysiology/ethology and robotics.
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Considering the inherent technological challenges we have made the following assumptions in order to facilitate our work:

i. We assume that it is feasible to keep alive and functional the animal brain tissue (or the whole insect) for a period of time appropriate for space missions.

ii. The robotic platform can be designed according to good practices taught by biomimetics. In particular we will not take care of control issues which can be solved with a smart (e.g. biomimetic) design.

iii. Since we want to profit of highly elaborated behaviors observed in living animals, we focus on the use of pre-developed living tissue and do not consider in-vitro development of biological neuronal networks.

II. BACKGROUND ON INSECT BEHAVIOR

In the last years several studies have been performed highlighting that insects process and learn information to flexibly adapt to their environment [1],[2],[11]. Insect brain provides intelligent solutions to a wide range of ecologically relevant problems, therefore the possibility of a central integration that horizontally combine different domain specific modules to form new behaviors and new solutions has been considered [2].

![Insect brain architecture (from [2])]()

Two areas of insect brain have been individuated as association sites of multisensory convergence: the mushroom bodies (MB) and the central complex (CX). The mushroom bodies have major roles in spatio-temporal sensory processing and learning [2].

The role of the central complex seems to be related with (pre-)motor processing, higher locomotion control, including initiation and modulation of behavior, goal directed motion and possibly path integration [5].

Path integration (PI) and landmark-based navigation (LN) are the main navigation processes used by insects when exploring new terrain. PI depends on simultaneous inputs from a neural compass and a neural odometer, i.e. from systems that incrementally record direction and distance of travel; landmarks in contrast acts as signposts triggering the insect to perform a particular action rather than notify them of specific location [1].

In some species, i.e. bees and ants, the compass direction can be gained from celestial cues (allothetic cues) [1] that can be also used in space environment (i.e. Martian atmosphere) [6]. Different approaches are used for distance estimation, e.g. bees record optic flow [3], while cockroaches and ants mainly use proprioceptive information (idiothetic cues) [4],[12].

Information provided by PI and LN systems is used by ants in a strictly cue-dependent procedural way [1]. A “general landscape memory” with the capacity to combine the information from multiple views and movements in a world–centered representation with a hierarchical navigation system has been hypothesized in honeybees [11].

Insects are able to generate rich behaviors by merging path integration, place recognition and landmark routes integration. The objective of the novel proposed architecture is to harvest such capabilities for developing better autonomous explorative robots. In the next paragraph we briefly show current approaches towards hybridity.

III. CURRENT APPROACHES TOWARDS HYBRIDITY

Bidirectional exchange of information between the biological and artificial components of an hybrid controller can be achieved by i) natural interfacing (cockpit-based approach), ii) neural interfacing and iii) combination of both. Natural interfaces use the capability of the animal to use legs, wings or muscles to exchange information with the system.

Neural interfaces are tools that decode the neural activity and translate it into specific instructions for a mechanical device or a computer application. To complete this task they do not involve any muscle activity of the user, thus they can be considered as new output pathway for the nervous system [13].

To the authors knowledge, the first attempt in the direction of robot control by means of in-vivo intelligence is the Khepera robot controlled by a lamprey brain [14], which we describe although it does not integrate insect tissue. Other examples are the Cockroach Controlled Mobile Robot (Roachbot) [15] and the moth-robot [16]. These attempts will be described in a synthetic way for better focusing on their peculiarities.

A. Natural interfacing (Cockpit-based approach)

The cockroach-robot has been developed at Irvine University by Hertz [15].

A bidirectional natural interface consisting of eight distance proximity sensors, LED panels and a modified trackball is reported. The robot is used to execute motor commands decoded from movements of an insect positioned on a modified trackball, and to acquire sensorial data about the environment through proximity sensors, encoded into a light stimulus for the cockroach.

The system is limited to fleeting behavior (one of the few behaviors bypassing the central complex), which is simply triggered by stimulus-response very predictable reflexes,
thus the hybrid system does not exploit the high-level autonomous behaviors afforded by the insect's brain.

B. Neural interfacing

One remarkable example of neural interfacing between animal and controller is the lamprey-robot by Mussa Ivaldi and co-workers at University of Chicago [14]. In this case, a neural bidirectional interface is presented. It consists of recording electrodes for acquiring neural data related to the lamprey turning intention, and stimulation electrodes for applying electrical stimuli encoding light intensities recorded by robot sensors.

This ingenious system, however, faces some limitations. First, the purely neural interfacing does not exploit the advantages deriving from the natural capability of the animal to use legs, wings or muscles that can be usefully adopted as input and output signals to/from the system. Moreover, the system can only trigger highly predictable stimulus-response reflexive behaviors.

C. Natural and neural interfacing

The moth-robot represents the combination of both natural and neural interfacing, it was realized by Higgins and co-workers at Neuromorphic Vision and Robotic Systems Lab, University of Arizona [16].

In this concept we find bidirectional interfacing consisting of

1) a natural interface through a continuous optic flow provided by a 14-inch-high revolving wall painted with vertical stripes, and

2) a neural interface for measurements of electrical activity of visual motion neurons. In order to realize this approach the moth is immobilized inside a plastic tube mounted on a wheeled robot, which is used only to turn left or right, according to neural signals translated by a computer into action.

It is not reported how robot movements influence vertical stripes motion, therefore a closed loop sensing and action behavior could not be achieved.

Figure 2a schematizes the Lamprey-robot: the electrical stimuli are delivered to the axons of the intermediate and posterior octavomotor nuclei (nOMI and nOMP, respectively). Glass microelectrodes record extracellular responses to the stimuli from the posterior rhombencephalic neurons (PRRN). The roachbot and the moth-robot are represented in Figure 2b and Figure 2c respectively (red circles indicate the insects on the robotic platform).

IV. NATURAL AND NEURAL INTERFACES

Some of the most significant examples of natural and neural interfaces are reported in the following.

As regards natural interfaces, a programmable visual arena for tethered insects, based on panels composed of an 8 x 8 array of individual LEDs has been developed. The panels have been designed in order to provide flexibility of individual-pixel brightness control, allowing experimentation over a broad range of behaviorally relevant conditions [17]. A system for characterizing flight behavior of tethered fruit flies has also been implemented [18]. The fruit fly has been tethered to a MEMS-based force sensor probe and the force sensor wire bonded to a PCB.

The fruit fly initiated tethered flight either spontaneously or after a puff of air was applied. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique for reliable and precise real-time measurements of flight forces in tethered flying fruit flies.

Neural interfacing on insects presents advantages compared with other animals due to the one-to-one correspondence between nerve stimulation and muscle activation, the low voltage required for stimuli and the simplicity of the whole system [19]. A breakthrough in this field happened in 1995 when electrodes similar to cuffs were implanted in the nerve cord of a tethered cockroach (Periplaneta Americana) for about two months [20]. The increase in neural activity linked with spontaneous walking has been described. Moreover, after antenna touching stimulation, the presence of large amplitude impulse evoked in the descending interneurons contralateral to the touched antenna and ipsilateral to the escape direction has been reported.

Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) electrodes clipped around the nerve cord along the thorax have been developed for neural activity recording in freely walking animal by using a radio telemetric system in a spatial range of about 16 meters [21]. In the same year an interesting microsystem has been proposed, which is able to stimulate and record from the nervous system of a flying insect (Manduca sexta); it is light enough to permit free-flying experiments [22].

A significant example of co-existence of different modalities of insect-machine interfaces has been recently presented in a cyborg beetle; the system consists of muscular stimulators, embedded microcontroller and batteries, microfluidic tubes and LED visual stimulator, together with a silicon neural probe introduced during the pupal stage. Four neural stimulators are implanted in the flight control area of the brain and close to the wings muscles on both sides. The device reproducing the optic flow is mounted hanging the LEDs array in front of the insect head [23].
Unfortunately none of these systems has the characteristic to be at the same time bidirectional, telemetric and fully-implantable, which are essential requisites for our aim. From our analysis it does not seem viable to use only a neural interface for assigning deliberative control functions to the insect, because of the low grade of robustness achieved today by those devices. Nevertheless the meaning to establish the insect-machine connection at the neural level still persist, taking into account that it can assure the multimodality of communication and the redundancy of information exchanged. Following these considerations, we propose a system where both neural and natural interfaces closely interact.

V. TOWARDS AN INSECT/MACHINE HYBRID CONTROLLER

The proposed Insect/Machine Hybrid Controller hinges upon the following concepts:

− Operating environment: in general very different from the natural environment where an insect may live.

− Tasks: the tasks of interest for space applications are restricted to navigation and exploration. The low-level tasks are those which can be handled autonomously by the artificial robotic platform.

− Degree of hybridity: defined as a trade-off between low-level and high-level tasks.

A double hybrid controller is proposed consisting of both biological/artificial (insect/robot) modules and deliberative/reactive behaviors. We assume that for a given operating environment, robotic platforms are available which are specifically designed to overcome low-level navigation issues. From a mechatronic perspective each vehicle is endowed with a set of specific sensors, mechanisms, actuators and control algorithms. Such sub-modules are necessary to solve low-level tasks and, eventually, will also be part of the proposed controller. With reference to Figure 3, the relevant sub-modules of the mechatronic system are:

− Sensors: low-level sensors (LLS) used for locomotion control and proprioception sensors used for information related to robot internal state (e.g. energy and failures). Such modules may include proximity sensors, wheel encoders, inertial modules and wheel slide sensors for self-stabilization.

− Controllers:
  − Low-level controller is devoted to self-stabilization (adaptation to complex terrain) and obstacle avoidance. Its outputs are sent to the executive controller.
  − Executive controller weights inputs from low level controller, proprioceptors and middle layer controller.

As an example, an oversimplified arena is a cockpit where a tethered insect has the perception to gain compass direction by celestial cues and to estimate distance by optic flow; both motor and neural activities are properly registered. We wish to exploit the insect pre-developed intelligence which is tightly linked to the insect’s previous experience, to its body (embodied intelligence) and to its natural environment. In the present account, we will not turn our attention on the abilities of an insect to re-learn to use a different body (e.g. learning to cope with wheeled navigation or use an extra robotic pair of limbs). Rather more we focus on the already acquired knowledge of the insect model. Ideally, the underlying robotic platform shall be made transparent to the insect, i.e. the platform should provide signals as natural as possible. In fact, motor commands from the insect shall be used to steer the robotic sub-module. The Middle Layer Controller shall purposely be designed to fulfill this aim.

In order to match the pre-developed navigation and exploration skills of an insect with the specific operating environment, a sensory mapping mechanism should be implemented. Navigation and exploration of insects are basically driven by attractors and repellers elements present in their natural environment. The different typologies of such elements can be simplified in two classes: static and dynamic.

The basic behaviors implemented during exploration and navigation can be reduced as indicated in Table I that represents the inputs of the sensory mapping mechanism in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploration/Navigation Basic Behavior</th>
<th>attractors</th>
<th>repellers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>static</td>
<td>pursuit</td>
<td>avoidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>hunting</td>
<td>fleeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: The proposed control architecture

TABLE I

EXPLORATION/NAVIGATION BASIC BEHAVIOR
These inputs are then mapped onto the set of the output elements, as schematized in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>attractors</th>
<th>repellers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>static food/home obstacle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic prey predator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the operating environment is not the natural environment for the insect, specific sensors shall be deployed (High-Level Sensors, HLS in Figure 3) which complement the original set of sensors of the robotic sub-module (LLS). These sensors may include vision systems, temperature sensors, polarization sensors for direction estimation, etc. All inputs coming from these sensors are mapped in such a way that they can represent one of the output classified in Table II. Simultaneous stimulation of multiple sensory cues will lead to unpredictability of the outcome of the hybrid system due to the complexity of insect decision making mechanisms. Therefore, representation of multi-modal sensorial inputs in an environment able to replicate a situation which is natural for the insect may lead to a true decision making and thus to an autonomous behavior.

The flow of information to and from the insect occurs via a combination of both natural and neural interfaces in order to have redundancy and robustness. The communication established has to assure enough stability and bandwidth to allow the insect driving the actuators of the robot. Insect motor response to the input data is properly mapped in order to be processed by the middle layer controller, which sends the information to the executive controller.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A double hybrid controller is conceptualized consisting of both biological/artificial (insect/robot) modules and deliberative/reactive behaviors. In order to reach the goal an interdisciplinary approach has been followed i) by investigating insects neurophysiology and ethology, with the aim of identifying which behaviors are suitable to be triggered in space environments, and ii) by critical reviewing current achievements on biological/artificial controllers. It has been assumed that low-level tasks are managed by the robot, while the “insect intelligence” acts when decision making is required.

Even though much work is required in order to address still open issues, e.g. potential conflicts management and explicitation of the functions implemented in all sub-modules of the proposed architecture, the discussed concepts represent a first step towards the development of completely autonomous space exploratory vehicles taking advantages from the integration of pre-developed insect intelligence.
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